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Manifesta originated in the early 90’s in response to the political, economic and social 

changes following the end of the Cold War and the subsequent steps towards European 

integration. Since that time, Manifesta has developed into traveling platform focusing on the 

dialogue between art and society in Europe. Manifesta has become a flexible and mobile 

structure, capable of continuously changing and reinventing itself. 

Manifesta 9 takes place from June 2 until September 30, 2012 at the impressive site of the 

former Waterschei mine in Genk, Limburg, Belgium. 

For the first time in the history of Manifesta, the biennial will not only present an 

international, industry-leading selection of contemporary art. The exhibition will also consist 

of an impressive collection of historical works and will display the rich mining heritage in a 

surprising and innovative way to both local and international audiences. 

For the first time in the history of Manifesta, the biennial takes place in one single venue. 

For Manifesta 9 the large-scale industrial complex of the former coal mine Waterschei in 

Genk has been chosen. Taking into consideration the significance of the former Belgian 

coal mining region as a locus for discussing both the geographical and imaginary aspects of 

industrial capitalism as a global phenomenon, Manifesta 9 will develop as a unique dialogue 

between art, history and social reflection.



Inford, information desk

Inford Infopoint by 2012Architecten, photo Jan Körbes



2012Architecten designs products and buildings and develops strategies to facilitate the 

transition to a sustainable society. A shortage of fossil fuels and other natural resources 

is already forcing major changes in societies around the world. 2012Architecten develops 

processes that empower local exchange and production, as an alternative to transporting 

our resources, products and components around the globe. The work of 2012Architecten 

shows that waste streams and limited resources are an opportunity for innovative design.

To realize the manifesta project 2012Architecten, Refunc and Tak Artistic Promotions joined 

forces. 2012Architects started with research, they scanned the area for available waste 

and analysed the program of the facilities; this resulted in the harvest map and the basic 

plan. Based on these data 2012/Refunc made the spatial and materialisation concept. Tak 

took care of production and logistics to smoothen the building process so 2012/Refunc 

could focus on the designing while building. The last was an intense three week process 

on site where both teams cooperated and took on site decisions. This is a very efficient 

way of working for a project like this. It gives all members of the building team involved 

responsibility to take the best design decisions while actually dealing with the materials and 

the location in a one on one situation. In this process 2012Architects focused on the ‘In-

Ford’; the central Information desk which was made completely from Ford parts and Refunc 

did all the other facilities; bars, restaurant, wardrobe, bookshop, art mediation and seating 

arrangements.



Restaurant by Refunc, photo by Jan Körbes



REFUNC is a laboratory for economical life-cycle extension and creates experimental 

structures and mobile micro architecture based on waste material

streams. Garbage architects Jan Körbes Denis Oudendijk refunctionalize no

longer appreciated objects into a new life on the edge of architecture, design

and art. Workshops, 3D-sketching, and design-by-listening lead the way to

often unpredictable results. Origin for designs are found in the object itself, by listening to its 

own composition, history, or local and social context.

Refunc operates more like a family than a company. By giving the members creative 

freedom onsite, unrequested but worthy elements come into life.

Rob Tak has years of experience in the entertainment and events industry, both in front 

of and behind the scenes at home and abroad. Using a variety of disciplines - including 

art, technology, music, special effects, dance and theater - Rob Tak knows how to shape 

projects to speak for themselves. It is a way of communicating, very expressive, appealing 

and convincing. In collaboration with a team of specialists he knows every message to be 

translated into specific and unusual projects.
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LIGHT and DARKNESS

Since we are working in a former mining building, working with darkness is an important 

feature of the design. The main location for our work will be the basement of the site. This 

6000-m2 floor has two closed facades where the building is actually dug into the ground. 

Visitors enter through one of two open facades. Two light facades and two dark facades 

result in an extremely light and a completely dark corner. By putting a gradient of artificial 

lighting from the light to the dark corner we intend to make this contrast stronger. 

Manifesta 9

CONCEPT 

Our work could be typified as transformations of the existing. For Manifesta9 we will work 

with the characteristics of the existing building, the history of the mining industry, the waste 

of the new industries and the needs of the facilities for visitors. We first analyse these layers 

that we draw as separate structures that will be merged into a design on site by our building 

team of architects, carpenters and Genk architecture students.
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BLACK COAL and WHITE TRASH

The mining industry has been replaced by several new industries. We made a harvest map 

of these; an analysis of available waste streams from which we can build all facilities for the 

visitors. From the program we derived that we need to harvest volumes, flat surfaces, a lot 

of seats and one special object. Since there is a lot of transport involved in the industries, 

hundreds of Industrial Bulk Containers are stacking up in the area. These white plastic 

volumes are ideal to quickly build lightweight structures. They create identity for the facilities 

and light sculptures in the dark spaces. Used advertisement boards are supplied by an 

advertisement company.  Another company can supply big bags... Ford motor company is 

the biggest ‘new’ industry and can deliver Ford-Mondeo parts with a little scratch that we will 

sculpt into an expressive and functional information desk. Because of this the info-desk will 

be the most evident, attention attracting, object on the ground floor....

All waste that we sourced turns out to be primarily white, most prominently the IBC-tanks 

with surfaces assembled from PVC Advertisement boards, seating consists of white big 

bags filled up with shredded waste. This creates a strong contrast with the black coal and 

the dirty, deteriorated building. 
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LINES and ISLANDS

One of the spatial qualities of the basement is that it actually has no direction, but, if you 

stand on the right points, suddenly the monumental and strong perspectives formed by its 

structure strike you. Some locations get their identity from specific elements; the concrete 

blocks, the hole to the next floor, the angled columns. In the plan we work with this by 

locating functions like restaurant, bookshop, info desk on these specific locations and 

keeping the longest lines completely free.

Manifesta 9

COMFORT for VISITORS

We want to supply an overdose of seating possibilities for the visitors by putting 

approximately 500 different chairs in and outside the site. So people will feel comfortable to 

choose whether to sit next to the bar or restaurant or create their own seating corners or mix 

with other people by carrying the chairs round in the enormous space.
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Factsheet

Designteam, design and concept:
2012Architecten; Césare Peeren, Jos de Krieger,
REFUNC; Jan Körbes, Denis Oudendijk

Production:
TAK Artistic Promotions, Rob tak

Project: 
Manifesta9 Facilities
Koolmijn van Waterschei-Genk
André Dumontlaan 3600 Genk

Commissioners: 
Manifesta Foundation
Prinsengracht 175 hs
1015 DS Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Commission: Design for public spaces of biannual exhibition. Assignment includes 
bookshop, restaurant, kitchen, bars, education space, art mediation space, press room, 
coatroom, seating, ticket office.

Influences: Superuse, local reuse of waste streams.
Superuse: Design consists of 90% recycled materials.
(bars, counters, restaurant, curtains, seating)

Construction team: team 2012Architecten/REFUNC/Tak
Primary team: Césare Peeren, Denis Oudendijk, Jan Körbes, Rob Tak, Jos de Krieger.
On site team: Damian van der Velden, Toon Kennedy, Bart Groenewegen, Kay Klop, 
Boris Duijneveld, Jannick Besamusca, Benjamin Stainier, Constanze Buckenlei, Loes 
Glandorff, Peter van Loon, Gijs Hietkamp, Mathieu Schuster, Daniël Valk

Building Period: April 2012
Surface area: 6000 m2
Building costs: €100.000 bruto
Building costs bruto surface area: €17/m2

Suppliers:
IBC containers: Masagri, Verlaine, Belgium
car doors, hoods, etc.: Ford, Genk, Belgium
pallets, crates: Foresco Packaging nv, Genk, Belgium
Foam for seating: Latexco, Tielt, Belgium
Advertisement PVC board, SPW Lettrage, Ciney, Belgium
Theater tarps: Theatex, Vinkeveen
IBC specials and pixelpallets, Refunc, Den Haag
Big Bags: de Zakkencentrale Rotterdam

2012Architecten
Emantspad 5, 3061CE, Rotterdam, the Netherlands
phone +3110 4664 444

REFUNC
Jan Körbes, Copernicuslaan 39, 2561VB, Den Haag, the Netherlands, 
phone +316 1509 4323
Denis Oudendijk, Van Hogendorpstraat 144, 2515NX, Den Haag, the Netherlands, 
phone +316 4176 5560

TAK Artistic Promotions
Adrien Mildersstraat 96B, 3022NL, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 
phone +31655111095




